ALLURING CHARM OF AN INDIVIDUAL COIFFURE

Thanksgiving with its attendant activities... what will it mean to you? Keep the utmost joy from your social engagements which will preclude any worry about personal appearance. To make your costume even more attractive you must have beautifully dressed hair, and meanwhile... The Ladiefair Beauty Shops attend to these most important details in a satisfying manner embracing two great public desires, quality and price.... May we help to make your Thanksgiving day happy?

THE LADIEFAIR BEAUTY SHOPS
DAILY NEWS BLDG.
INSURANCE EXCHANGE
E. W. MCKINNIS

“Why—He Looks Happy!”
Nancy was standing with her father beside poor Jim Sanderson, sleeping his last sleep. This story of a little girl’s first experience with death is tenderly told in “Nancy Dances the Door,” by Alma and Paul Ellerbe. Read it in the women’s section of today’s Tribune!

A NEW CARDINAL—The red hat was conferred with time-honored ceremony on Cardinal Segiñas y Sanzeca. The scene was the consistory court at the Vatican.

A STORY FROM PILLAR AND POSTER

to the Millions who miss BEER

All its finest delights are still with you

Christmas is only a month away. Give that most prized and inexpensive gift. It will be treasured more than all others—your Photograph.

Present this advertisement at the Studio and you will receive

SIX Famous Gibson Photographs for '5

Regular Price $10 Per Dozen

THE GIBSON STUDIOS
58 East Washington St., and Wabash Ave.
Phone Central 2892
Open Sunday 10 till 4
OPEN EVERY EVENING UNTIL CHRISTMAS

There is today a brew in most ways better than the best, one that is sparkling, even as Mary and Albert with their sparkling grace and beauty, and yet as refreshing, exhilarating, and refreshing. Those who have known it long and well no longer need to seek for the original, for a new and improved, and even more exhilarating, and refreshing, and stimulating.

The New-Day Brew
Atlantic, the old days, was a leading brew. It’s better known today. For ten years we have spent effort and money simply to legally satisfy your craving for a drink that will excite the appetite. We have never made a “near-beer,” Atlantic Special Brew is the same old, perfect. It is bottled and fresh, pure and clean, and by its own efficacy it will promote health and happiness.

Both Rich and Pure
Atlantic Special Brew is extra-heavy. It is rich in barley, hops, and other stimulating ingredients. It is rich in taste and effect, the oozing properties of barley and hops.

ATLAS
Special Brew
EVERY BOTTLE CERTIFIED

Atlas, the old flavor and aroma, it has the eyes, because it sticks to a gallon and a half for monsters. It has the size of flavour. It is bottled for hours to retain it. It is clean and crisp. Delicious water is used in washing the bottle. The flavor before and afterwards is remarkable. The special brew, a famous laboratory creation to the purity and quality. You never saw that on the old brews.

Bring Old Days Back
If you love a malt and a heavy brew, pure and aged, here you have it at its best. If you desire a bottle with your name on it, see us. If a bottle at home is not enough, it is enough. It is the same old flavor and aroma. It is the same old bottle, but by the ounce and a half for monsters. It is supplied by over 1,000 neighborhood stores in Chicago and surrounding towns. Ask the man in your neighborhood for a bottle. He can help you.

ATLAS BREWING COMPANY, 312 Blue Island Ave., Chicago, Ill.
Twenty Thousand: Call Canal 6200 or Roosevelt 4500.